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By F. GECSEG and S. SZEKELY in Szeged 
To Professor B. Sz.-Nagy on his 60th birthday 
In this paper we present an algorithm to decide for a given finite unoid 21 and 
a n equational class К generated by finitely many finite unoids whether or not 91 
is contained by K. This problem has an automata theoretical background. Using 
this algorithm one can decide for a finite automaton whether it can be given as a 
homomorphic image of a subautomaton of an ^-direct product of smaller automata. 
{For an automata theoretical terminology, see [1].) 
Before stating our theorem, we introduce some notions and notations. 
A universal algebra 91= (A; F> is called unoid if each operation in F is unary 
{see А. И. Мальцев [2]). 91 is finite if both A and F are finite. Take an arbitrary 
polynomial xp over F. We say that xp is of length n if it has the form xp=xfy... 
. . . /„(=(. . . (хЛ). . . ) /„) ( / i , . . . , / „ € F ) . A polynomial xp=xf .../„ is a subpolynomial 
of xq if xp=xq or xq=xf ...fnfn+l ...fm(=xpfn + l . . . / J holds, in notation: xp<gxq. 
Let X be an arbitrary set and £= (X(aa); F) the free unoid generated by X. By X(n 
{n=0 , 1, ...) we denote the subset of X ^ consisting of all polynomials with length 
no t exceeding n. (Here X^=X.) 
. A partition n of Xм into disjoint subsets is called an n-congruent partition 
Of X if 
(I) for any x, and / € F , x=y(n) implies xf=yf(n) and 
(II) for each x£X(n) there exists a such that x=y{n). 
It should be noted that if n is an и-congruent partition of 3i then it can be ex-
tended uniquely to a congruent (m-congruent, m S n ) partition of X. For the con-
gruent extension of an w-congruent partition л we use the notation ж*. Furthermore, 
X/n* denotes the factor unoid induced by n*. 
Now we are ready to state our 
T h e o r e m . Let 91— (А{; F) (/= 1 , . . . , k) and 91= (A; F) be finite unoids. More-
over, let (aL, ..., at) be a generating system of 91, X— . . . , x ;) a set of symbols 
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and w = m a x (À, Âlt . . . , Ak). Then 2t is contained in the equational class generated 
by <21(1/= 1, ..., k) if and only if there exist m-congruent partitions 7t^m) 
and 7i(m) of X=(Xl°°>; F) such that for their extentions ..., n(rmn and 7i(mr) to 
mr-congruent partitions the following hold: 
(1) T t ^ n - n ^ g 7r(n,r>, 
(2) X/n(my* = 2i and each X/JZ^* (1 = y ' = r ) is isomorphic to a subunoid of the 
unoids 2t; (/= 1, ..., k). 
P r o o f . Let us suppose that 21 is contained in the equational class generated 
by ( 2 I ; | / = T , . . . , k ) . Denote by 5 ' « 2 i i | i = l , . . . , k ) ) the class of all unoids isomorphic 
to a subunoid of the unoids 9if ( /=1 , . . . , k). Then there exists a subdirect product 
® = (B; F ) of unoids f rom S«2Ï,-|î= 1 , . . . , k » such that 2Ï is a homomorphic image 
of S under a suitable homomorphism (p. Let (b1; ..., b{) be a subset of B for which 
bj<p=aj (j= 1, . . . , /) hold. It is obvious that the subunoid- 25' of © generated by 
<Z>!, ...,Z>(> can be given in the subdirect form. ©' = S 1 X - - - X © s X - - - ( © 1 , . . . . 
. . . , 93s, . . . Ç 5 ' « 2 I i | / = l , . . . , &))) and the restriction of cp to © ' (which is denoted 
by the same cp) is a homomorphism of ©' onto 21. 
Now take the homomorphism tp of X onto 23' for which Xjip=bj (j= 1, ...,/) 
hold. Then i¡/(p is a homomorphism of X onto 21 such that x / ( ip(p)=aj (j=i, ..., /). 
Let us define partitions g, (t= 1, ..., s, ...) on ©' in the following way: 
(c l 5 . . . , c„ ...) = (c[, ..., c't, ...)'(0 t) 
((cj , . . . , c ( , ...),'(ci, ...,ct, ...)£B') if and only if c,= c't.. Moreover, take the parti-
tion g on S ' given as follows: b=b'(g) (b, b'£B') if and only if b(p=b'(p. It can 
easily be seen that the number of all classes of g, is equal to the cardinality of Bt. 
A similar statement is valid for g and A. It is also clear that the intersection of thé 
partitions g, is the trivial partition i on 23'. 
Now take the following partitions nt (t= 1, ...,s, ...) and n on Xlm):x=y(n,) 
and x=y(n) (x, y £ X(m)) if and only if xip=y\p(Qt) and xip=yip(g), respectively. 
We show that n, and n are m-congruent partitions of X. It can be proved by an 
easy computation that condition (I) of m-congruence holds for n, (t= 1, ... \ s, ...) 
and n: It remains to be shown that condition (II) is also satisfied by these part i-
tions. 
Take an arbitrary polynomial xp f rom A , ( m ) \A ' ( m _ 1 ) . Since the number of 
classes of nt is less than or equal to m, there are two different subpolynomials xp' 
and xp" of xp such that xp' axp" and xp'=xp"(nt). (Here xp' can be x.) Therefore, 
there exists a polynomial x'w with xp=xp"w. Thus xp=xp'w(nt) and the length 
of xp'w is less than m. The statement concerning n can be proved similarly. But 
the number of elements of X(m) is finite. Therefore, among the w-congruent parti-
tions 7T, ( i = 1, . . . , s, ...) we have only finitely many different. Let us denote them 
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by n\m\ . . . , л < т \ Thus we got that the number of alfclasses of х<т)*П••• П ^ т ) * 
is less than or equal to mr. Since the restrictions of x\m)*, ..., x(rm)* to Х(тГ) are the 
same as the extensions n(™r\ . . . , л(гтП of л[т\ . . . , л<т) to X(m"\ we got that л\"п П ••• 
••• Г\х(™г) is an m r-congruent partition. It is obvious that n(™r) П • • • П n ^ Q л(п,г\ 
Х1л(тГ ^91 , and £/тг<т)* {h= 1 , . . . , r) is isomorphic to a unoid in 5«91, |г= 1 , . . . , к». 
Conversely, let us suppose that the conditions of our theorem are satisfied-
Then, as is well known, ( = £/л ( т )*) is a homomorphic image of a subdirect product 
of S/rc<m)Y,..,£/7r<m)* because я<">*П ••••• Пл<т)* Q Therefore, 91 is contained 
in the equational class generated by <9I ;|/= 1 , . . . , k ) . This ends the proof of the 
theorem. 
We remark that the algorithm given by the theorem above can easily be general-
ized for equational classes generated by finitely many finite universal algebras o f 
finite type. 
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